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COLLEGE FOOTBALL PICKS
/

FROM THE MEAC TO THE TOP 25, WE ARE
PICKING ALL OFTHIS WEEKEND'S BIG GAMES
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The A&T

REGISTER
Aggies rally to
support Jena 6
on campus

THE REAL WORLD
GREENSBORO
came one step closer to
the real world last Wednesday
when 350 companies were
represented at the 2007 Career
Awareness Fair. PAGE 2
Aggies

DRUG LORD
PLEADS GUILTY

Bv JENNIFER SIMS

CONTRIBUTOR

Mexiacan drug lord Francisco
Javier Arellano Felix pleads guilty
to various charges that carry a
mandatory life sentence but did
throw out of the possibility of being executed. PAGE 4

AGGIE PRIDE IS
COLORBLIND
There isn't a law that says you
have to be black to attend A&T.
One studentdiscusses why he
came to Aggieland. PAGE 6

PHOTO BY CHRIS GRAYTHEN • CHICAGO TRIBUNE/MCT
THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE sits in a courtyard at Jena High School.This treehas become the center of a media firestormafter nooses were hung from it'sbranches last
September inresponse to black students sitting under the traditionally white tree the day before.

STOCKS OPTIONS
FOR STUDENTS

DEEP-ROOTED

Ifs never too soon to think about
yourfinancial future. Financial
advisers give tips on how to start
your stock portfolio. PAGE 7

One students design company
takes his musical influences and
turns them into unique pieces of
art. PAGE 8

AGGIES CAN'T
SINKTHESHIP
A&Ts losing streak continues as
they fall to three-time MEAC champion Hampton 59-14 in the Aggies
home opener. PAGE 11

one day, and a day later it was under
this tree that nooses were hung from
its expansive branches.
To some in this rural community,
The tree of knowledge sits in a
dated courtyard. Surrounded by an it was just a schoolyard prank but to
aging school, a plant bed with no others who can still remember days
life, scattered desks and a beaten when "strange fruit" hung from trees
like the one at Jena High School, it
sidewalk.
It was in the book of Genesis, was a disheartening sign that things
when Adam and Eve ate from the hadn't changed that much at all.
In the ensuing months, violence
tree ofknowledge in the Garden of
Eden that they were shown the evils broke out in this quaint Louisiana
of the world. Shattered were their town that sits 230 miles northwest
rose colored glasses and now visible of New Orleans, after the three
white students accused of hanging
was a disturbing world.
The tree of knowledge in Jena, the nooses only received a three-day
La. has opened the eyes of a nation suspension. After that came a string
and exposed to them the very real offights between White students and
presence of racism not only in the Black students, who only count for
85 ofthe 460 students at Jena High
American South, but everywhere.
School.
tree
one
yearago,
It was under this
After a fire destroyed part of the
that white students continued unlawful segregation, posting an invisible high school in November, racial insign that read, 'Whites Only.' It was timidation continued when a black
underbids tree that black students sat student was attacked for coming to an

By JOCELYN MARKS

National News
International News

CONTRIBUTOR

Opinion

Brian Lenz wipes the sweat off
his face as he finishes his two-to
three hour workout, by doing a "cool
down run" to help him think about
the things that have occurred in his
life that day.
Now in his third year at A&T,
Lenz believes that being a full time
student, working part time and having a social life is stressful.
"I try to put my priorities first and
put the partying and hanging out second. Being at the gym for a couple
of hours helps me clear my mind
from everything and be able to think
straight about my life."
Lenz is among the many students
at A & T who works out daily to
avoid the stress that college students
may feel. According to The New
York Times, 80 percent of college
campuses in the United States have
noted significant increases in serious

Sports
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all-white party and days later when
another white Jena resident pulled a
shotgun on three black students at a
convenient store.
December 4, 2006 was the day
Justin Barker, a white student at Jena
High School, was jumped by a group
of black students and knocked unconscious as he left the gym.
It's believed that his association
with the students who hung the three
nooses and later intimidated black
students, led to his attack. Barker suffered various injuries to his face and
has run up a medical bill of nearly
$12,000 according to his parents.
That incident landed six black
students; Robert Bailey (who was the
black student attacked the all-white
party), Jesse Beard, Mychal Bell,
Carwin Jones, Bryant Purvis and
Theodore Shaw, in a local jail facing attempted second-degree murder
SEE JENA PAGE 2

Sweating out the stress

Campus News

Business
Arts & Life

At 3 p.m. on Sept. 19, a bus filled with over 50
A&T students will embark on an 18-hourride to
Jena, LA.
They will join a rally outside the town courthouse to protest the sentencing of Mychal Bell,
the first member ofthe "Jena Six" to go to trial.
Police charged Bell,
17, and five other AfriWHO
can-American students
A collection of major
with attempted seccampus organizations
ond-degree murder for
punching and kicking a
WHAT:
white classmate in the
A rally
high school cafeteria.
WHEN
An all-white jury
Thursday, 5 p.m
convicted the young athWHERE
lete, as an adult, of secHolland Bowl
ond-degree aggravated
battery and conspiracy
WHY
after the DA reduced the
Support for the Jena 6
indictments the morning
ofthe trial.
A judge subsequently threw out the conspiracy
verdict on Sept. 4, and an appeals court vacated
the remaining battery conviction this past Friday.
Nonetheless, Bell is not out of danger despite
his impending release. He can still be arraigned
in juvenile court, so the rally must go on.
The Student Government Association,
SEE RALLY PAGE 2

Br MICHAEL J.McCRAY
INTERIM EDITOR IN CHIEF

IS THAT FLAMINGO
YOU'RE ROCKIN'
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PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • THE A&T REGISTER
WORKING UP A SWEAT Aggies are channeling the stress of college life into daily workoutroutines. Excercising
is just one ofthemethods experts suggest to ease thestress thatgoes along with being a college student.

Federal Reserve
slashes interest
rates, market soars
BvJEANNINE AVERSA
AP ECONOMICS WRITER
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a bold strike, the Federal Reserve slashed a key interest rate by a half
point on Tuesday, the first cut in over four years,
and left the door open to further relief to prevent
a painful housing slump and jarring credit crunch
from driving the country into recession.
Wall Street responded enthusiastically, propelling stocks up
335.97 points, its biggest oneday point jump in nearly five
years

Politicians, shaken byrecordhigh home foreclosures, also
welcomed the move. In a crucial
and anxiously awaited decision,
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke
Bernanke and his central bank
colleagues lowered an important interest rate to
4.75 percent. Economic and political pressure has
been building on the Fed to act.
As a result, Wells Fargo, Bank of America
and other commercial banks dropped their prime
lending rate charged to millions ofborrowers by a
corresponding amount to 7.75 percent.
Whether Bernanke can handle the crisis successfully is the biggest challenge he has faced in
his 19 months at the Fed helm.
"Today's action is intended to help forestall
some adverse effects on the economy that might
otherwise arise from disruptions in financial
markets and to promote moderate growth over
time," the Fed said in a statement released after
its closed-door meeting.
The Fed's action means borrowers who can
obtain credit should see rates drop on a variety of
loans. It will become less expensive for people to
finance certain credit card debtand for homeowners to take out popular home equity lines ofcredit,
which often are used to pay for education, home
improvements or medical bills.
And, it will help some homeowners whose
adjustable rate mortgages reset in the fall. Those
rates will still go up but not by as much as they
otherwise could have, analysts said.
Less immediate will be relief for the country's
economic health. The rate reduction could take
three to nine months to ripple through the economy and bolster overall activity. The aggressive
action underscored the Fed's resolve.
SEE INTEREST RATES PAGE 7
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charges on top of a being ex-

pelled from school.

www.ncatregister.com

The charges, which were
laid down by LaSalle Parish
district attorney Reed Walters, sent Shockwaves through
this already tense and divided
community, making many
wonder why the six blacks
teens had been charged so
severely when the white teen
who attacked Robert Bailey
Jr. at a party was charged with
simple battery the white man
who brandished the weapon
saw no repercussions for his
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Walters has made himself
the embodiment of modernday Jim Crow. First by threatening blacks students during
an already segregated assembly, that one stroke ofhis pen
could ruin their lives, then by
painting six young men as in-

ternal terrorists.
In an Chicago Tribune story, Jena Mayor, Murphy McMillan said "Race is not a ma-
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jor local issue. It's not a factor
in the local people's lives."
Kind of hard to believe
when thousands, including about 60 A&T students,
plan to descend upon Jena on
Thursday in protest ofthe injustice happening in the area
where blacks onlymake up 12
percent ofthe total population
and as recent as 1991, aformer
Ku Klux Klan leader won the
popular vote in Jena in a failed
attempt to become Louisiana
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SOMETHING FOR THE FELLAS Starting next week I'm going to start running some insightful, thought provoking pictures but until
then, this is simply how I'm feeling. This week the Majorettes of Hampton University's G-Forceare IN FOCUS and they deserve it.
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The A&T Register is published everyWednesday
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for 50C.
The A&T Register circulates 5,000 copies weekly
on campus and is a member of the Associated
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withracial slurs
In addition to Bailey, 17, the
same tree
four teens charged and awaiting
Continued from Page 1
Scott Windham, Jena High trial are: Theo Shaw, 17; Carwin
Jones, 18; Bryant Purvis, 17;
School's principal, recommendand an unidentified minor. Bail
conjunction with the Office of ed the three white students reStudent Affairs, coordinated sponsible be expelled, but was amounts for the Jena Six ranged
the two-day trip. A&T will be overruled by the superintendent from $90,000 to $138,000.
On May 10, Jena police aramong several historically black in favor of a three-day suspension
rested Barker, also 17, for bringcolleges and universities represented at the peaceful protest.
On Nov. 30, an unsolved fire ing a loaded rifle onto school
SGA President David Street burned down the high school's property, but released him on a
$5,000 bond.
main building.
asserts the Jena Six case is "bibA day later, Robert Bailey,
Like Bell, defendants Jones
lically reminiscent of Joshua
and the Battle of Jericho." He Jr., one of the Jena Six, was and Shaw received a reduction
is pleased the Rev. Al Sharpton beaten for attending a whitesin charges from attempted second-degree murder to aggramay lead the Thursday morning only party. His assailant was arrested and charged with simple vated second-degree battery and
rally and encourages fellow Aggies to make their voices heard. battery.
conspiracy, but they could still
Street urges us to let this inciThen a white former Jena spend years behind bars if found
dent be "a stepping stone" over High student pulled a shotgun guilty.
a "wall ofracism."
on a group ofblacks, including
"This is an American outrage
The Dec. 4 lunchroom brawl Bailey, at a local convenience that demonstrates the continucame after a wave of racially
store. They got the weapon safeing shame of racial division in
motivated incidents plagued the ly away from the man, but were our country," stated NAACP
small, southern town.
later arrested for the theft ofthe Chairman Julian Bond.
The A&T students obtained
In September, a black student gun while the perpetrator was
sat under the "white" tree, where never charged with a crime.
lodging in neighboring Alexandria,LA, so as not to patronize
whites traditionally gather, after
The fight in the school cafschool administrators granted eteria days later started after Jena-based businesses during
him permission to sit wherever the victim ofthe beating, Justin their stay. They will return to
Barker, allegedly taunted Bailey Greensboro on Sept. 21.
he pleased.

pants arrived early and brought
several copies of their resumes..
Personal time with the employer
"Building Bridges to your was afforded to those who arFuture" was this year's theme rived near the beginning ofthe
for the 2007 Career Awareness fair. The atmosphere at times
Fair. This year marked the 33rd was overwhelming.
crowds
Large
gathered
annual run ofthe fair.
Nearly 350 employers were around big name employers like
in attendance and eager to share General Electric and Procter and
job opportunities with students. Gamble. Employers took notice
These employers ranged from ofthose who were dressed
professionally. Men wore
the CIA to Nationwide Insurance and Delphi and Altec.
suits and the ladies leaned more
The purpose of this year's towards business causal attire
with dress paints accompanied
fair was to provide jobs, internby a nice blouse.
ships, co-ops and overall inforOverall, the turnout was
mation to students in their field
large. Many participants reofstudy.
Individual tables were ar- ceived on-spot interviews and
ranged throughout Corbett were asked to come back later in
Sports Center which helped in the day for a second follow-up.
Students who were not looking
steering students from one emfor a job still received valuable
ployer to the next.
Pamphlets and or brochures information.
were given by each employer.
Various companies went over
Students were eager to jump what skills an applicant would
start their transition from an need to posses to perform well
academic setting out into the at their company.
The Career Awareness Fair
workforce
This is the first step in buildwas a great learning tool for
ing a bridge to your ftiture. The all in attendance. This fair was
PHOTO BY MICHAELA EDWARDS • THE A&T REGISTER
navigation process came easy a huge stride for students in seto those who were prepared. A curing a successful future in life CROSSING THE BRIDGE Ron Harvey of General Motors gives Mikhal James, a senior Business
Management major, informationabout the GM.
great deal ofcareer fair partici- after A&T.
CONTRIBUTOR

The tree ofknowledge awakens
The town signs reads, "A
nice place to call home," but
Jena has become synonymous
with racism in America yet
the tree of knowledge has led
to positives in the black community.

The next day, three nooses
in school colors hung from the

Students cross the bridge
By ALEXANDRIA HARPER

WEB PHOTO

actions

-

Leroy Mikell

JENA

There has been an awakening of social activism in a
generation that was absent of
a«single unifying cause, a renewed sense of work to be
done in trying to achieve civil
rights for all Americans.
On college campuses nationwide, including A&T,
racial lines are being erased
as students of all background
stand up for what is injustice.
Facebook groups, t-shirts,

STRESS
Continued from Page 1
psychological problems, including severe stress, depression anxiety and panic attacks

related to stress.

petitions have all been More
than the outrage over of the
war in Iraq and the timeline for
troop removal from the Middle
East, the story ofthe Jena Six
has stretched beyond the city
limits of this town of 3,000,
past the 350 black people who
reside there and into the hearts
and minds on black people everywhere who still know that
bigotry and out right racism
still exist in this country that
likes to think we're so far beyond that.
It's been a long time since
figures in the black community have been lived up to their
civic responsibility and the
Jena situation has given organizations like the NAACP and
figures like Al Sharpton and
A&T alum, Jesse Jackson to
regain the trust of their community and renew perceptions
of them by a general public
that had grown tired of seeing
them trot out and protest something new every few months.
Jena may not be a community that's initially racist but
when subconscious racial supremacy is etched in the fabric
oftheir everyday life. It shows
in their actions, their speech
and is probably ingrained in
their thoughts.
To them this entire situation
is being blown out of proporation and maybe they are right
but it's out of tragedy comes
hope and the plight ofthe Jena
Six may just be a blessing in
disguise for everyone. I guess
we aren't a lost generation afterall.
McClatchy Campus contributed to this report

Other ways are eating properly and also getting at least
six to eight hours of sleep daily. Aiken believes that college
years are very stressful.
He said that finding a mate,
having real friendships, learning to be independent and having a successful job can put
too much pressure on your
brain. "That is too much gear
shifting for the brain to do all
at once," said Aiken.
He also pointed out that
thinking of more than one
thing at once is not whatmakes
you stressed.
Being stressed is caused by
the hormones in your body that
are released and constantly going up and down and putting
too much pressure on your

Lenz's workout partner
Nick Baylis, a senior, said that
he believes professors should
be a little easier on students.
Lenz disagreed with his friend
and said that hard work makes
a stronger and better person.
Hard work does make a
better person, but if the stress
is not reduced, that individual
can suffer from high blood
pressure, obesity, low resistance and inflammatory illbrain
nesses, says health experts.
"Exercising weekly can
According to Aiken, 30
help relieve stress," said Dr. percent ofpeople will develop
Chris Aiken, a University a mental illness because of
stress, such as bipolar disease,
of Virginia and Yale Medical School graduate and now depression and even a panic
a psychiatrist at A & T. He attack. He suggests exercising
agreed with Lenz by saying to students because it can rethat exercising is a way to reduce the chances for them or
lieve stress. But that is just one anyone to experience any of
the side effects.
way.

REFUND CHECKS

PHOTO BY MICHAELA EDWARDS • THE A&T REGISTER

REFUND CHECKS Studentswaited patiently last Friday to recieve their long awaitedrefund
checks. Aggies who didn'thave direct deposit had to wait an extra week to goand pick up
theirchecks in Corbett Sports Center.
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Bush picks retired judge as attorney general
JAKES JORDAN

He replaces Alberto Gonzales,
a Texan who announced his departure three weeks ago amid
WASHINGTON (AP)
Former investigations that began with
federal judge Michael Mukasthe firing ofU.S. attorneys and
ey, a tough-on-terrorism jurist mushroomed into doubts about
with an independent streak, was his credibility. His resignation
tapped by President Bush on was effective Monday.
Monday to take over as attorney
Appointed to the bench in
general and lead a Justice De1987 by President Reagan, Mupartment accused of being too kasey also worked for four years
close to White House politics.
as a trial prosecutor in the U.S.
Mukasey, the former chief attorney's office in New York's
U. S. districtjudge in the Manhatsouthern district — one of the
tan courthouse just blocks from Justice Department's busiest
ground zero, will likely face a and highest-profile offices in the
relatively smooth confirmation country.
by a Democratic-led Senate that
"The department faces chalhas demanded new Justice Delenges vastly different from
partment leadership for months. those it faced when I was an
By LARA

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

—

assistant U.S. attorney 35 years
ago," Mukasey, 66, said as he
stood next to Bush on the White
House lawn. "But the principles
that guide the department remain the same: to pursue justice
by enforcing the law with unswerving fidelity to the Constitution."
Mukasey said that, if confirmed, he hopes to give Justice
employees "the support and the
leadership they deserve."
Mukasey had an interview
with White House staffon Aug.
27, the day Gonzales announced
his resignation, a senior administration official said. The president then met Mukasey on Sept.
1 and spent an hour with him.

Bush on Monday called Mukasey a "tough but fair judge"
and praised his reputation as a
smart and strong manager.
"Judge Mukasey is cleareyed about the threat our nation
faces," Bush said.
Senators who will vote on
Mukasey's confirmation stopped
short ofpledging to support him.
But most agreed to try to begin
quickly confirmationhearings to
fill more than a half-dozen vacant senior positions at the scandal-scarred Justice Department.
The department has been under
siege for months over criticism
it was too closely tied to politics
under Gonzales' reign.
"I think that he'll not only

provide the president with
first-rate legal counsel, but this
nomination will go through
Congress without much, if any,
partisan politicking, and I think
the country needs a break from
another explosive, controversial nomination," said Sen. Joe
Lieberman, I-Conn., who knew
Mukasey at Yale Law School in
the mid-1960s.
There was even a sign of
compromise in a simmering
fight between the White House
and Senate Democrats who want
the administration to hand over
data about its terrorist surveillance program. Senate Judiciary
Chairman Patrick Leahy, D-Vt,
initially threatened to hold up

Mukasey's nomination until the
White House gives up the information.
"Our focus now will be on
securing the relevant information we need so we can proceed
to schedule fair and thorough
hearings," Leahy said. "Cooperation from the White House
will be essential in determining
that schedule."
Later Monday, Leahy said
he had been assured by White
House counsel Fred Fielding
that the Senate panel would
get at least some answers to
its questions about Gonzales'
conduct in the Bush administration's wiretapping program and
interrogation methods.

Local foods Mexican drug lord pleads guilty in deal
seem safer,
—
survey says
BY MATT APUZZO

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
SAN DIEGO (AP)

By DEB RIECHMANN
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Americans feel better about buying
food produced in the United
States than overseas and believe
food grown locally is healthier
than food shipped from across
the country, a new survey
shows
The poll released last week
by the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture at Iowa
State University found that 85
percent ofAmericans have confidence in the safety oftheir local and regional food systems.
But only 12 percent expressed confidence in the safety
of food from anywhere else in
the world.
It"reconfirms that consumers
have more concerns about the
global food system than they do
about the U.S.," said Rich Pirog,
deputy director of the Leopold
Center and co-author of a paper
about the study's results.
Americans remain extremely
wary of foreign foods, Pirog
said. "That was something that
was very apparent. These numbers are very stark," he said.
In the survey, released Sept.
11, 500 Americans were questioned abouttheir attitudes about
the U.S. food supply and food
safety. It was conducted online
during July and has a margin of
sampling error ofplus or minus

A notori-

ous Mexican drug lord pleaded guilty Monday to federal
crimes that carry a mandatory
life sentence, reaching a deal
that spares him execution.
Francisco Javier Arellano
Felix, who led a cartel that
emerged as a drug powerhouse
in the 1980s, was captured last
year when the Coast Guard
found him deep-sea fishing off
Mexico.
Arellano Felix, who is in his

late thirties, pleaded guilty to
running a continuing criminal
enterprise and conspiracy to
launder money.
He agreed to forfeit $50 million and the yacht on which he
was captured.
The plea agreement came
after outgoing Attorney General Alberto Gonzales agreed last
week not to pursue the death
penalty, said prosecutor Laura
Duffy.

Also Monday, a top lieutenant to Arellano Felix, Manuel
Arturo Villarreal Heredia,
pleaded guilty to racketeering

and conspiracy to invest illicit
drug profits. Prosecutors plan
to seek the maximum sentence
of 30 years in prison.
"The government ofMexico
is verypleased not only with the
decision not to seek the death
penalty but with the resolution
of these cases," Duffy told reporters.
The prosecutor said she
expected the decision against
seeking death would lead to
more extraditions to the United States, including Benjamin
Arellano Felix, who is being
held in a maximum security

prison near Mexico City.

The Arellano Felix cartel
emerged as a drug trafficking powerhouse in the 1980s
in Tijuana, across the border
from San Diego, though its influence is widely believed to
have waned in recent years as
its leaders have been killed or
captured.
The cartel was blamed in
a 2003 U.S. indictment for 20
murders in the U.S. and Mexico. It was once led by seven
brothers and four sisters, but
Francisco Javier's brother Ramon was killed in a shootout

with police in 2002 and Benjamin was jailed in Mexico the
same year.

Arellano Felix admitted in
court that he helped run the cartel as it brought into the United
States hundreds of tons of cocaine and hundreds of tons of
marijuana and laundered hundreds ofmillions of dollars.
According to the plea agreement, Arellano Felix and his
partners murdered informants
and potential witnessesand paid
millions of dollars in bribes to
law enforcement and military
personnel.

Be the HERO of Your Circle
and a stadium of ADORING FANS!

4 percentage points.

According to the survey, 70
percent ofrespondents believe
that foods produced locally —
rather than foods that have traveled across the country — are
healthier, even though there is
little evidence to back that up.
"They feel safety with the
U.S. system and the local and
regional systems as well," Pirog
said.

Pirog said he believes more
research now needs to be done
into local foods, both regarding
their potential health benefits
and in how to better distribute
them.

"We need to know more
about the food and know more
about the potential benefits because these foods won't necessarily be lower in price," he
said. "If local foods are going to
make up more of our food supply, customers are going to want
to be reassured ofthe safety of
these foods but they're also going to want to know the other
benefits."

Pirog said the poll supported
other evidence he had seen in
recent months that showed consumers' desire for local foods is
on the rise. These include a rise
in the number of farmers markets, a boom in organic grocery
stores and increased media coverage

"These are all indications
that people want more ofthese
types of foods," he said.
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Enter for your chance to win $100,000
for you and Your Circle. Plus FREE Alltel serv
for 20,000*
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where prohibited. Sponsored 2007 by Alltel Communications, Inc., One Allied Drive, Little Rock, AR 72202.
STADIUM OFFER: No purchase necessary. Stadium offer is based on the outcome of the Onsite Contest. The Grand Prize Offer is limited in quantity and will be available to the first 20,000 participants per promotion to redeem their voucher at
select Alltel stores. The Grand Prize Offer will be offered for four (4) successful Grand Prize Winners' throws only, and will be discontinued thereafter. Offer valid in existing Alltelservice areas only (check www.alltel.com). "Grand Prize Offer:" If the
Grand Prize Winner's throwis successful, the offer includes: a credit forsix (6) months of Alltelservice ($59.99/month); a tax and monthly fee credit (total tax and fee credit up to $74.95 total for 6 month service period); a Motorola V3A handset for ninety-nine
cents ($0.99) plus tax (offer participants will be required to pay tax on the handset) or $100 credit toward the retail price of any other handset; and an activation credit. Each winning voucher has an ARV of $559.89. One (1) winning voucher may be redeemed
per person/account, limited to the first 20,000 redemptions per event date/school Promotions. Alltel will discontinue Grand Prize Offer after four (4) games in which the Grand Prize Winners' throws are successful; and for any remaining games in
which there is a Grand Prize Winner the vouchers will be valid tor the Consolation Offer only. Offer valid on new primary account or an Alltel customer's existing primary account. "Consolation Offer:" If the Grand Prize Winner's throw is unsuccessful,
then the voucher will be activated as a consolation offer to all those in attendance. The consolation offer can be redeemed for a $50 Alltel credit that can be applied toward activation of service on a new Alltel primary account or on activation of an additional
line on an existing Alltel account only. The consolation offer is available to all those in attendance at the game and does not have a cap on the number of redemptions available. One (1) consolation voucher may be redeemed per person/account. Individuals
not attending the Alltel-sponsored football game can obtain vouchers at the Alltel booth located outside the stadium, limit one per person. All participants who redeem the voucher will be subject to Alltel's existing credit and collections policies.
My Circle: Available to new and existing customers on current select rate plans $59.99/mo & higher. My Circle applies to ten numbers per account, which must be shared among all lines on the primary account. Not available on prepaid
plans. Customer may not designate own wireless or voice mail number, Directory Assistance or 900 numbers as any of the ten available numbers. Calls must begin & end in your plan's calling area. Designated numbers must be within the U.S. /
Program may be discontinued at the discretion of Alltel. Additional Information: Offers are subject to the AlltelTerms & Conditions for Communications Services available at any Alltel store or alltel.com. All product & service marks referenced f information j
are the names, trade names, trademarks & logos of their respective owners. Screen images are simulated. ©2007 Alltel. All rights reserved.
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Files charged against OJ.
BySUTINWANNABOVORN

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
LASVEGAS (AP) — Prosecutors
filed eight charges against O.J.
Simpson on Tuesday, including kidnapping, in the alleged
armed robbery of sports memorabilia collectors in a casinohotel room.
The fallen football star was
arrested Sunday on suspicion
ofassault and robbery with a
deadly weapon. Clark County
District Attorney David Roger
filed those charges and added
kidnapping and conspiracy to
commit kidnapping, according
to court documents.

Simpson, who faces the
possibility oflife in prison if
convicted, was charged along
with three other men authorities
believe barged into a room at
thePalace Station casino and
stole sports memorabilia from
two collectors.
He was being held without
bail and was scheduled to be
arraigned Wednesday in the
robbery reported at the Palace
Station casino.
The civil jury returned a
$33.5 million judgment against
Simpson, but itremains largely
unpaid.
News conferences, a slew
offelony charges, a perp walk

in handcuffs and detention in a
holding cell without bail — it's
clear authorities aren't giving
O.J. Simpson any celebrity
breaks.
Police insist such treatment
is prudent for a man whose
name is synonymous with a
slow-speed chase from officers
in a white Ford Bronco. But
legal experts are questioning whether Simpson is being
singled out for extra-tough
prosecution in his casino-hotel
robbery case as payback for his
murder acquittal more than a
decade ago.
"It is regrettable that
America has not gotten over

the O.J. Simpson criminal
case," said Carl Douglas, who
was co-counsel with Johnnie
L. Cochran in Simpson's 1995
criminal trial.
"The fact that he is being
held without bail seems unfair
and over the top," Douglas
said. "O.J. has always been
able to satisfy his obligations to
the court. He cooperated with
the authorities in this case. He
is not a flight risk. And he certainly can't hide anywhere."
At least six plainclothes
policemen, accompanied by
a handful ofhotel security
guards, arrested Simpson on
wSunday at The Palms ca-

sino-hotel. He was accused of
leading an armed heist of sports
memorabilia. Simpson said he
was onlyreclaiming possessions that had been stolen
"By our standard, there was
no major show offorce," Sgt.
John Loretto said.
Simpson was handcuffed
and taken in a police vehicle
to the Clark County Detention
Center to be booked on six
felonies, including two counts
ofrobbery with use of a deadly
weapon. If convicted ofthe
charges, he could get up to 30
years in state prison on each
robbery count alone
Justice ofthe Peace Douglas

Smith, who made the decision
to hold Simpson without bail,
was "concerned about theflight
factor" and because Simpson
had no ties to the Las Vegas
area, said Judge Nancy Oesterle, who addressed reporters
on Monday.
Arraignment was set for
Wednesday. Yale Galanter,
Simpson's lawyer, said he was
preparing a bond motion and
will ask for Simpson's release
on his own recognizance.
"If it was anyone other than
O.J. Simpson, he would have
been released by now," he said.
"You can't rob something
that is yours," Galanter said.

Strangers help each other in Thai crash
BySUTINWANNABOVORN

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
PHUKET, Thailand (AP) —
Stunned by the plane crash,
Robert Borland found himself
helpless on the floor ofthe jet
with his trousers aflame when
a passenger in a yellow shirt
helped him out onto the wing.
He knows nothing else about
the man who probably saved his
life.
Borland was among 41 survivors of Sunday's crash at the
airport on the Thai resort island
of Phuket. Eighty-nine people
were killed when the One-TwoGo jetliner skidded off the runway, breaking up and catching
fire as it plowed through a low
wall.
"Everything was upside
down, or at least it felt that
way," saidBorland, recalling the
screaming and fire. "My clothes

caught fire, my trousers."
He managed to drag himself
toward an exit and was pulled to
safety by another passenger.
"I couldn't have gotten out
myselfand I'm pretty surea Thai
man in a yellow shirt helped me
get out onto the wing," he said.
"I have no idea who he was, or
where he came from. Then I fell
offthe wing."
Thirty minutes later, Borland,
48, ofPerth, Australia, was in a
Phuket hospital, his legs burned
and his left arm broken at the
elbow.
"I'm glad to be alive. I just
wish it could turn out all right
for everybody," he said.
Passengers and officials said
the pilot tried to abort his landing in heavy rain and wind. He
tried to pull up for a second attempt, and the aircraft lurched
up, then down, hitting the tarmac hard.

Wind shear—a rapid change
in wind speed that can affect
takeoffs and landings — was a
possible cause ofthe crash, said
Kajit Habnanonda, president
of Orient-Thai Airlines, which
owns One-Two-Go. He said
heavy rains could have contributed to the 24-year-old McDonnell Douglas MD-82 jetliner
skidding offthe runway.
Control tower officials informed the Indonesian pilot, Arief Mulyadi, about wind shear
but he decided to land anyway,
according to a transcript of the
conversation between the tower
and the plane. Mulyadi died in
the crash.
"The last word the pilot said
was 'landing,'" Chaisak Ungsuwan, the Air Transport Department's director-general, told the
Nation TV channel.
Authorities found the plane's
two flight data recorders, but
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Transport Minister Theera Haocharoen said it was too early
to determine the cause of the
crash.
Deputy Transport Minister
Sansern Wongcha-um said 53
foreigners were among those
killed. The dead came from at
least 10 countries, including the
U.S., Australia, Britain, France,
Germany, Iran, Ireland, Israel,
Sweden and Thailand.
As the plane hit the ground,
"everything was falling down,
the oxygen and everything from
the top started flying around
and then it was just dark," said
Mildred Anne Furlong, a 23year-old waitress from Prince
George, British Columbia.
"You could feel the smoke in
yourthroat and in yourlungs and
it was so thick, like you couldn't
even see and you looked up and
there were flames coming from
where the cabin used to be,"

Furlong said from her hospital
wheelchair.
Feeling a small rush of air,
she looked behind her to seethat
a man had managed to partially
kick open an emergency exit.
She looked to her right, where
she saw people in flames.
"I don't know who he was
but he saved alot ofpeople," she
said of the man who kept kicking the exit door until it opened
enough for people to get out. "If
it wasn't for him, nobody would
have got out."
Her boyfriend, 26-year-old
Chatree Suksawat of Thailand,
said he helped two other women
jumpfrom the plane through the
emergency exit. Once on the
wing, he saw another man consumed in flames, but was helpless to rescue him.
The airline flew relatives of
the victims to the town ofKrabi,
where they were taken by bus to

Phuket,

On the 90-minute bus trip
with her mother beside her, Thitinan Chaiarun took a snapshot
ofher father, Sinchai Chaiarun,
out ofa small photo album and
held it close to her chest. At
times she put it to her lips.
Thitinan, 18, said she kept
trying to call her father, a customs official, on Sunday night,
not knowing ifhe was dead.
At Phuket airport, the families were dropped off at the
terminal and led to a building
where they were greeted by airline staff, airport officials and
a wall of photos of passengers
killed in the crash.
Inside the hall, the bodies lay
on the floor, wrapped in black
and white plastic. Relatives
looked at the photos before being led to the bodies.
Thitinan saw the photo ofher
father and burst into tears.

Iraqi government
orders Blackwater out
By ROBERT

H.REID

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
BAGHDAD (AP) — The Iraqi
government announced Monday it was ordering Blackwater USA, the security firm that
protects U.S. diplomats, to
leave the country after what it
said was the fatal shooting of
eight Iraqi civilians following
a car bomb attack against a
State Department convoy.
The order by the Interior
Ministry, if carried out, would
deal a severe blow to U.S. government operations in Iraq by
stripping diplomats, engineers,
reconstruction officials and
others oftheir security protection.
The presence of so many
visible, aggressive Western security contractors has angered
many Iraqis, who consider
them a mercenary force that
runs roughshod over people in
their own country.
Sunday's shooting was the
latest in a series of incidents
in which Blackwater and other
foreign contractors have been
accused of shooting to death
Iraqi citizens. None has faced
charges or prosecution.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice telephoned Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki late
Monday and the two agreed to
conduct a "fair and transparent investigation" and hold any
wrongdoers accountable, said
Yassin Majid, an adviser to the
prime minister. Rice was expected to visit the Mideast on
Tuesday.
Deputy State Department
spokesman Tom Casey said
Rice "told the prime minister
that we were investigating this
incident and wanted to gain
a full understanding of what
happened."
"She reiterated that the
United States does everything
it can to avoid such loss oflife,
in contrastto the enemies ofthe
Iraqi people who deliberately
target civilians," Casey said.

Majid made no mention of armed insurgents, not civilians,
the order to expel Blackwater, and our people did their job to
and it was unlikely the United defend human life."
States would agree to abandon
American officials refused
a security company that plays to explain the legal authority
such a critical role in American under which Blackwater opoperations in Iraq.
erates in Iraq or say whether
Interior Ministry spokesthe company was complying
man Abdul-Karim Khalaf said with the order. It also was uneight civilians were killed and clear whether the contractors
13 were wounded when coninvolved in the shooting were
tractors believed to be working still in Iraq.
for Blackwater USA opened
The events in Mansour also
fire on civilians in the predomiillustrate the challenge of trynantly Sunni neighborhood of ing to protect U.S. officials in
Mansour in western Baghdad.
a city where car bombs can
"We have canceled the li- explode at any time, and where
cense of Blackwater and pregunmen blend in with the civilvented them from working ian population.
all over Iraqi territory. We
"The Blackwater guys are
will also refer those involved not fools. If they were gunning
to Iraqi judicial authorities," down people, it was because
Khalaf said.
they felt it was the beginning
He said witness reports of an ambush," said Robert
pointed to Blackwater involveYoung Pelton, an independent
ment but added that the shoot- military analyst and author of
ing was still under investiga- the book "Licensed to Kill."
tion. One witness, Hussein
"They're famous for being
Abdul-Abbas, said the explovery aggressive. They use their
sion was followed by about 20 machine guns like car horns.
minutes of heavy gunfire and But it's not the goal to kill
"everybody in the street started people."
to flee immediately."
In one of the most horrific
U.S. officials said the moattacks ofthe war, four Blacktorcade was traveling through water employees were amNisoor Square on the way back bushed and killed in Fallujah
to the Green Zone whenthe car in 2004 and their charred bodbomb exploded, followed by ies hung from a bridge over the
volleys of small-arms fire that Euphrates River.
disabled one of the vehicles
But Iraqis have long combut caused no American casuplained about high-profile,
alties.
heavily armed security vehicles
Blackwater said the compacareering through the streets,
ny had not been formally notiwith guards pointing weapons
fied of any expulsion.
at civilians and sometimes fir"Blackwater's independent ing warning shots at anyone
contractors acted lawfully and deemed too close. And Iraqi
appropriately in response to a officials were quick to conhostile attack in Baghdad on demn the foreign guards.
Sunday," spokeswoman Anne
"Everyone should underE. Tyrrell said in a statement stand that whoever wants good
late Monday.
relations with Iraq should re"The 'civilians' reportedly spect Iraqis," al-Bolani told
fired upon by Blackwater proAl-Arabiya television.
fessionals were in fact armed
"We are implementing the
enemies and Blackwater perlaw and abide by laws, and othsonnel returned defensive fire," ers should respect these laws
she said. "Blackwater regrets and respect the sovereignty
any loss of life but this conand independence of Iraqis in
voy was violently attacked by their country."
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I guess I'm not in California anymore
By DEXTER MULLINS
CONTRIBUTOR

Tagged. Isolated. Profiled. It
seems like only yesterday I was
just in my African- American
experience class, discussing the
real meaning of these words,
and what it's like to be black in
America.
It never crossed my mind
that I was in the South now, not
California, and sooner or later
that thing called racism was going to rear its ugly head.
Maybe I was naive to believe
that people were actually equal
in 2007. It seemed like going to

the Four Seasons mall would be
something that I could do freely,
without the socialization that I
got from A&T, my family and
my life experiences coming into
play.
But at the same time, it was
that socialization is what allowed me to recognize that I
was profiled in the mall.
Myself and a group of
friends were walking through
the mall and we ventured into
a few stores which shall remain
unnamed.
Most of the time when you
walk into a store there is someone to say "hi, welcome to (in-

sert your favorite mall store
here), my name is (totally irrelevant to your shopping experience) and how are you doing
today?" Or, "We have a sale on
all knitted tops and fitted jeans
today, would you like to see
them?"
Now I usually will just respond back with the polite "no
thank you, I'll let you know if
I need help," but if the person
at the front stares at me and my
friends as though I'm going
to rob the store, how can I respond?
As we walked in and were not
greeted, my friends continued to

shop. I stopped. I walked back
out ofthe store and walked back
in, you know, just to make sure
that I wasn't jumping to conclusions. Yet again, the evil stare
and no dialogue. Hmm, ok.
I let it go, at least until the
person at the front uses their little headset to tell the person in
the back that "some black kids
are headed back there, be a little
more alert."
Wow. It's amazing what you
can hear when you're only 10
feet away.
Now I'm just frustrated with
the foolishness known as racial
profiling. Just because my skin

is a little more colorful than
yours, then does mean that I'm
going to steal?
I grabbed my friends and
told them what exactly happened as we left the store to go
elsewhere. I thought it was over
until three stores later, the manager encouraged us to "make
ourpurchases so that we can do
a quick restocking," also known
as hurry up and buy so you can
leave my store.
My point is this. It's not that
I got profiled, and it's not that
I was mistreated. It's that my
friends didn't realize what happened, nor did any other black

customer that came into the

in.
If people don't know that
they're being tagged, how can
they fight for equal treatment?
It's sad that this kind of
thing happens, especially when
you WORK at the mall and
get treated differently based on
someone's perception.
The next time you go to Four
Seasons, look around and see
how many times you find the
same security guard, or how
many extra people come out on
the floor as you shop.
stores we were

Hmm.

Coincidence?

Aggie Pride is dead No, I don't go to UNCG
Part 1 of 7: Defining the problem
deep withinall ofus, regardless
of our role or responsibility at
CONTRIBUTOR
this university. What many fail
Sitting back and taking a to realize about this campus is
deep breath, one cannot help that there is an ancestral spirit
but notice that winds ofchange that resides here.
Our pride does not come
have uninvitingly swept over
our campus,
from the events on and off
A campus that once thrived campus, the organizations that
make up student leadership on
with a sense ofcharacter, famcampus or anything else for
ily, integrity, intellect, trustworthiness, loyalty and most that matter. Our pride is mobiofall love is slowly becoming lized from the ancestral spirit
just a recount ofmemories and that was awakened in each of
us when we took the oath to
"good times."
was
a
time
at
A&T
become
members of this disThere
when the words "Aggie Pride" tinguished family.
Our pride was given to us
sent trembles down one's spine
and an unquenchable fire in by the founders of this great
one's spirit. There was a time institution, and by the spirits
at A&T when acts of kindness ofthose in whose footsteps we
were not for showmanship, hut walk in each and every day.
because this was a place where In the words of a very wise
if you had never been loved, woman, "the ancestors make
no mistakes."
someone here loved you.
Each ofus is here for a purAggie Pride was more than
just a phrase; it was a lifestyle pose and in living out that purportrayed by the constant em- pose we must take the ancesbodiment of "Achieving Great tral spirit that lives within us
Goals in Everything...Proand reconnect. The problem is
ducing Renowned Individuals that we have lost that very conDedicated to Excellence."
nection that so many schools
Where has it gone? Many desire to obtain. Look around,
wonder and many see that one may seethat there are days
the very force that drives the that people walk by each other
excellence of A&T is fading andrather than greet each other
away and merely hanging on in love, they look down upon
one another or even worse,
by a thread. Why is it that Aggie Pride is moving from being do not even acknowledge the
a resilient, revolutionary and presence of one another.
The surrounding communiremarkable lifestyle to words
ty has lost its connection with
that just "sound nice"?
The problem stems from our school, and by school I do
By MARVIN Q. JONES

not speak of simply buildings,
but the heart of this very establishment, the people. If" you
ever take a walk in the community, one will realize how much
this university inspires them to
press on. For some, this is the
closest they will ever get to
college and more importantly a
sense oflove and family.
As a student, I am sure many
of us see this decline and think
that A&T is suffering. I am
here to tell you that die spirit
ofA&T doesn't have to die for
it to rise up and overcome the
darkness.
It is only when everyone
and everything at this school
regains a spirit of connectivity
that those ancestral spirits will
rise from their slumber and resound in the hearts ofeveryone
and restore pride and love on a
monumental scale.
Whether werealize it or not,
A&T is as clay being broken,
molded and shaped into what
A&T is meant to be. A&T is
not just a place to get a degree,
but a Mecca for every student
who wants to achieve beyond
what society tells them they
can do.
It is a Mecca for every student who never knew love and
wants to hold love tight within
themselves, and aMecca where
students understand their foundation and humbly acknowledge their roots.
So now that we have a problem, what is next?

ACROSS

1 Clay cooking
pot
5 Cuzco's land
9 Eyeglasses,
casually
14 Revolutionary
Trotsky
15 Ostrich kin
Park, NJ
17 Jack Ewing on
"Dallas"
19 Floundering
20 Vocal refrain
21 Pol's provider
23 Bobbsey twin
24 Buries
25 Crew member
27 Reagan cabinet
member
28 Indigenous
Japanese
29 Raw minerals
30 Byrnes or Hall
31 People flicks
33 Actor Cesar
35 Chester Gould
creation
37 Good name
40 Alleviate
41 Addenda to
letters
44 Gardner and
others
45 Flex
47 Playing marble
49 Vessel repair
location
51 Talk sharply to
52 Sort
53 Before now
54 Clothes
changers
55 "Girlfriend"
singer Lavigne
57 Denim
alternative
59 Back-comb
60 German river
61 Norwegian
capital
62 Sen. Kefauver
63 Makes a
statement
64 Depilatory
brand
DOWN

1 Antiquated
2 Erudite

3 Determined the
position of
4 Foot-leg

speak
32 Cold pack

34 Maritime

35 Twilight time
36 Far out, man!
37 Branch out
38 Develops over
time

I couldn't fathom, for even
one moment that the young man
wearing the shirt was talking
"Smile if you swallow," about my boobies, but in my
"Caution: May choke on large recent investigation of these tobjects," "Stand back: I'm not shirts ithit me, "thatyoung man
sure how big this gets," "Mean is talking about every 'boobie'
he sees." Just like when a white
people suck, nice people swallow," "I like boobies," "From person says the n-word even if
MySpace to my face," "From not directed at me, I feel that
myspace to my place," "I was pierce my heart.
Can you imagine Bush walkdrunk, were those your lips, or
ing around, in all his ignorance,
your other hole?"
All these messages chase me with a shirt that says, "I like
as I walk to class andremind me boobies," or "smile ifyou swalthat screen tees have gotten out low?" No! The reason why you
ofhand.
can't picture that is because
Bush, in all his ignorance, has
Of course, I share in my regular contribution to the screen t- enough respect for all women to
shirt industry, but with my shirts know that would be degrading.
that read, "you can't get this in Or at least he knows it would
the south," "cutie-pie," "caubring down his popularity
tion: educated black woman," among women in the country.
So, now I'm wondering why
and "daughter of a field Negro:
and the struggle continues," I is it ok for people to walk around
don't feel as though my shirt with the ignorance sprawled
even begins to compete. The across the front oftheir chests.
first time I saw the shirt that Eureka, I found my answer!
said, "I like boobies," I thought, The morality of society has re"gosh... how funny."
gressed.
ByT.SHAVONNEFORDHAM

CONTRIBUTOR

COI

tourney
Audible kiss
Indulged one
Catch in a net
Charwoman

39 Out-of-control

collector

41 Native

American
Indian child
42 Shake up

43 Lay-up's

relative
46 Wears away

48 Unit of volume
50 Some locks
alive!
51 Land
54 Frozen dessert
chain
56 Expert
follower?

58 End of a fib or

spat

still people in our society who
think with this distorted logic.
Unfortunately, I have had the
misfortune ofmeeting what appears to be a majority ofthem.
Having the opportunity to
be an Aggie has quite possibly
been one ofthe most rewarding
experiences of my life. To me,
Aggie Pride is much more than
a motto, it's a way oflife. Aggie Pride means living your life
to the very standards which you
know you are capable ofachieving. Aggie Pride means setting
a goal, and never stopping until
you reach that goal. Most importantly, Aggie Pride means
never losing touch with your
past regardless ofhow successful you may become, and never
forgetting the people orthe place
that helped you get there.
IfI had to do it all overagain,
I wouldn't change anything. I
can't help butfeel that my experience here at A&T has helped
me instill a stronger sense of
pride not only in myself, but
also in what I am capable ofaccomplishing. Once an Aggie,
always an Aggie.

Screen tees...Mean tees

PA

connections

5 Sounds from
the belfry
6 Thompson or
Lazarus
7 Massage
8 Annual golf

Nameless
scoundrel
18 Welsh dish
22 Line of Hondas
25 Inflate
26 Comfy
28 Fine, in NASA-

FAIR
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HP?

Mentor, OH

9
10
11
12
13

the introvert in me, but I have
always believed that there is
much more to my life than what
I'm an Aggie. Plain and I accomplish academically.
On the other hand, the consimple, all day, every day. I
hope all of my professors, past versations I do have about
and present, will forgive me for school usually center around the
sounding cliche', but that's how same subject, the fact that I am
I have come to describe my final a white student at A&T.
semester here at A&T.
Just like clockwork, most of
As I look back on my experithe conversations I have with
ence here, I also prepare for the people who don't know me very
future. Armed with the skills I well always seem to beg the
have been given by this institu- same two questions: "You do
tion, I know that I am ready to go to UNCG, right?" After my
enter the real world and uphold reply, that question is almost althe legacy that is and always ways followed by the inevitable
will be Aggie Pride.
"So, did you get the minority
scholarship at A&T?"
Being a white student attendOf course, it's a simple mising an HBCU can be humbling.
Personally, it has proven to be take I guess. After all, why
more than that, ithas been an unwould any white kid willingly
forgettable learning experience. choose to attend an HBCU over
My tenure as a student at A&T the countless other public unihas also taught me to do more versities in North Carolina?
than simply celebrate the diverAt the same time, because a
sity that makes us all human, it white kid is in the minority at an
has taught me to embrace it and HBCU, it makes sense that they
share it with the world.
. would take advantage of a miLike most students, I try not nority scholarship to give them
to make school the subject ofmy a free ride throughcollege.
everyday rhetoric. Maybe it's
It's sad to say, but there are
By WILLIAM

At a certain time in the past,
people like Rick James were the
exceptions.
Rick James was viewed as,
"crude and nasty," but in today's
society we have a lot ofpeople
walking around with, "I'm Rick
James bitch" equivalent mentalities.
That's not ok. I for one cannot understand why I thought
it was funny to look a boy in
the eyes and laugh at his shirt,
knowing that he's looking back
at my boobies.
Why? Because hey, he likes
them! These screen tees, some
of them are nothing more than
mean tees, walking billboards
for increased disrespect and decreased love for one another.
And don't think I think it's
a man thing, because I don't.
Some of these women need to
stop too. "It's not easy being,
easy," "I like boys, who like
boys," etc. I really would love
for us to do better. Come on
people, we have got to do better.
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By ALANA V.ALLEN

CONTRIBUTOR
One thing that all college students have in common is we all
want to make money and have a
successful career. The only way
to achieve that goal is to start
early and invest your money.
It is important that students develop a career and financial plan
that has short-term and longterm goals. If you're getting a
refund check and you know that
you're going to have money left
over to spend, be wise and invest your money into a savings
account, certificate of deposit
(CD) ormutual fund. In the long
run, this money can help you establish your credit, pay offyour
bills (student loans), buy a car
or own a house.
If you decide to invest, contact a financial advisor that will
sit down with you and help you
decide what to do with your finances. Chad R. Barber, financial advisor of Edwards Jones,

advises students who want to
save their money for a short
period of time to use CD's or
if it's something long term, students should invest into mutual
funds.

"Mutual funds are a pool of
stocks that consist of 80 to 100
companies. It lowers your risk
of losing money and the minimum of having one is 4 to 5
years. However, you do pay a
little more commission but it
is professionally managed by a
stock analyst," says Barber.
Celia Tapia, a financial specialist officer of Wachovia, suggested that another way to save
is to put your money into a savings account or a money market
account. This is a way to build
interest that is guaranteed and
have your funds secured. "It is
important that students evaluate
their needs, always plan to save,
and start looking at the big picture ofbeing responsible," says
Tapia.
La-DoniaAlford, sophomore

animal science major, has been
investing her money since the
age of 5. Her parents have always stressed to her how important investing is so that she can
continue to see her moneygrow.
She doesn't plan on cashing in
on her money anytime soon because she wants it to be there for
her necessities.
"Just knowing that I am establishing good credit now, will
assist me in making betterfinancial decisions in the future" says
Alford.If this is something you
wantto pursue, you should contact your local banker or brokerage firm. However, decide
what's important when it comes
to your money.
If it's making a decision on
buying a new X-Box or putting
the money away to pay off your
student loans on time. After all,
your credit is the most important thing and it speaks volumes
of your responsibility, integrity and attitude you have about
your money.

E. Coli outbreak leads to lettuce recall

By ALANAV.ALLEN
CONTRIBUTOR

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A package ofDole salad mix that tested
positive for E. coli has triggered
a recall in at least nine states,
prompting new produce fears
almost exactly a year after a nationwide spinach scare.
The tainted bag of Dole's
Hearts Delight salad mix was
sold at a store in Canada, officials said.
Neither Canadian health officials nor Dole Food Co. have
received reports of anyone getting sick from the product.
The voluntary recall, issued
Monday, affects all packages of

HeartsDelight sold in the United
States and Canada with a "best
if used by" date of September
19, 2007, and a production code
of "A24924A" or "A24924B,"
the company said.
Last year, an E. coli outbreak
traced to bagged baby spinach
sold under the Dole brand was
blamed for the deaths of three
people and for sickening hundreds more across the U.S. Authorities eventually identified a
central California cattle ranch
next to spinach fields belonging
to one ofDole's suppliers as being the source ofthe bacteria.
A recent Associated Press
investigation found that government regulators never acted on

calls for stepped-up inspections
of leafy greens after that outbreak, and regulations governing farms in the fertile central
California region known as the
nation's "Salad Bowl" remain
much as they were.
The latest recall affects packages sold in Ontario, Quebec
and the Maritime Provinces in
Canada and in Illinois, Indiana,
Maine, Michigan, Mississippi,
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania
and Tennessee starting around
Sept. 8, said Marty Ordman, a
Dole spokesman.
Eighty-eight cases — or 528
bags — were distributed in Canada, and 755 cases containing
4,530 bags were distributed in

the U.S., he said. FDA spokesman Michael Herndon said the
agency was talking with Westlake Village, Calif.-based Dole
about the situation.
The romaine, green leaf and
butter lettuce hearts that went
into the blend were grown in
California, Colorado and Ohio,
then processed at Dole's plant
in Springfield, Ohio, on Sept. 6,
according to Ordman.
An inspector from the Ohio
agriculture department was at
the plant Monday and Tuesday,
said agency spokeswoman Cindy Brown.
Tests performed on lettuce at
the plant by Dole and the FDA
came back negative for E. coli,

she said.
The Canadian Food Inspection Agency said it would be
looking to find out at what point
the salad blend became contaminated and to see if any other
products are affected, spokesman Garfield Balsom said.
"We'll go back and find the
origins and determine where the
product was produced and packaged," Balsom said.
Dole contacted the FDA on
Sunday night, as soon as the
company got word of the contaminated bag of salad in Canada, said Ordman.
"They have been to our plant
and they will visit the growers,"
he said.

The salad mix subject to the
recall may have been available
in the U.S. in states other than
the nine already identified by
Dole because in some areas the
product was distributed by a
wholesaler with clients in overlapping markets, Ordman said.
Food contaminated with this
strain of E. coli may not look or
smell spoiled but health officials
say the bacteria can cause lifethreatening illnesses.
Symptoms include severe
abdominal pain and bloody diarrhea; some people can have
seizures or strokes and some
may need blood transfusions
and kidney dialy

RATES

Tuesday's rate cut is aimed
at making sure that doesn't happen.
"By going with a half-point
reduction, Bernanke is eschewing a gradualistic approach. The
patient, the economy a€" has a
bad flu and you don't want it
to turn into pneumonia. So you
don't wantto mess around," said
Terry Connelly, dean of Golden
Gate University's Ageno School

The free flow ofcredit is important to the smooth functioning of the national economy.
If credit becomes too difficult
to get, it can put a damper on
peoples' ability to buy big-ticket items such as homes, cars and
appliances. And it can crimp
businesses' capital investment
and hiring.
Employers cut 4,000 jobs in
August, the first time the economy has lost jobs in four years.
The unemployment rate, now at
4.6 percent, is expected to climb
close to 5 percent by the year's
end.
The worst housing slump in
16 years is being painfully felt.
Higher interest rates squeezed
homeowners, especially "subprime" borrowers with blemished credit or low incomes.
Foreclosures set records and
late payments spiked.
Lenders were forced out of
business. Hedge funds and other investors in subprime-related
mortgage securities got clob-
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"The Fed has rolled out the
heavy artillery here. Bernanke
is not being timid," said Brian
Bethune, economist at Global
Insight.
"The Fed has seen the problems. It is not trying to put out a
forest fire with a bucket of water," he said.
Bethune and some other analysts predict the Fed will lower
rates again, probably by a more
modest one-quarter percentage
point, at its next meeting in October.
Another rate reduction could
come in December, the last
meeting ofthis year, if the economy were to falter.
But economist Richard Yamarone ofArgus Research is in
the camp that no more help will
be needed. "It is one and they
are done," he predicted.
The Fed's economic assessment was somber.

"The tightening of credit
conditions has the potential to
intensify the housing correction
and to restrain economic growth
more generally, " the Fed said.
Fears that the troubled housing market and credit problems
could short-circuit the six-yearold economic expansion have
shaken Wall Street. Financial
turmoil has intensified since the
Fed's last scheduled meeting in
early August.
The biggest worry is that
people and businesses will cut
back on their spending and investment, throwing the economy into a tailspin.

ofBusiness.

The situation for the Fed
could become tricky.
"Some inflation risks remain," Fed policymakers said.
There have been some inflation
improvements. Wholesale prices fell 1.4 percent in August, the
government reported Tuesday.
But threats remain: Oilprices
climbed to a new high on Tuesday, above $81 a barrel.
The Fed left the door open to
its nextrate move, saying it will
"act as needed to foster price
stability and sustainable economic growth."
bered
Ex Federal Reserve ChairThe credit crisis spread beman Alan Greenspan, in an interview Monday with The Assoyond the subprime market to
ciated Press, said the odds of a more creditworthy borrowers.
recession are growing.
Bernanke and his colleagues
"Obviously the odds have were accused of being behind
moved up to more than a third, the curve when they held their
but I doubt if we are anywhere key interest rate steady at 5.25
near 50 percent yet." Earlier this percent at their last meeting on
year, his prediction of a oneAug. 7. Just days later the Fed
in-three chance of a recession was forced to pump billions of
caused Wall Street to nosedive.
dollars into the U.S. financial
Analysts expect the economy system to get institutions over
to slow to a rate ofabout 2 perthe credit hump.
cent in the current July-to-SepThen on Aug. 17 the Fed
tember quarter. That would be took even more aggressive acjust halfthe rate ofthe previous tion and cut its lending rate for
three months. Growth in the fi- banks. The Fed on Tuesday lownal three months of this year ered that lending rate again.
could turn out even weaker.
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Is that a Flamingo Customs design?
Br TIANDREA NORRINGTON
ARTS & LIFE EDITOR

"You and me baby
aint nothin
but mammals"
By CANDACE L.

HACKNEY
ASSOCIATE ARTS & LIFE EDITOR

Recently I have been feeling like an iconic
heroine. Before I get ahead of myself, allow me
to explain. Heroes, alike, typically undergo some
type of internal conflict, usually concluding in
their downfall.
For this reason I am struggling with the concept of monogamy. My realistic-self is fighting
my optimistic nature. Is monogamy something
that can actually be achieved by human beings or
is this concept devised by society to perpetuate
gender roles?
Most women, especially in Western society,
are brought up to believe that fairytales do come
true. For 21 years I, too, thought that there was
one person who was undergoing constant maturation to one day become my soul mate. My name is
Candace and I'm a recovering monogamist.
Disney does the best job ofproducing and perpetuating this garbage. Let's examine the rags to
riches story ofCinderella. She's essentially works
as unpaid maid in her stepmother's home. Her
fairy godmother "magically gave" her designer
clothes, Manolos, a new whip, and a chauffeur.
The gold digger seizes her opportunity to get
out ofpoverty by luring Prince Charming with her
girlish looks and goodies. These are the superficial images and messages imbedded in our minds
at a young age. What I take from this childhood
story is that in order to get a man one must employ trickery. Why couldn't she just move out and
start her own domestic services business?
While some men are on the fence, a good number of women are just in denial. Monogamy is the
most unnatural phenomenon that we, as human,
submit ourselves to. A few weeks ago I had a conversation on this subject. Ofcourse the other party
thought I was a man basher.
Not the case. He explained that he was once
hurt by someone he truly liked. As a result, he's
not ready to settle down just yet, instead he sees
multiple women. Hurt and disappointment are
common feelings of most failed relationships.
They tells us that monogamy is a manufactured
product of society.
Look at any animal species on Earth. Males
compete with one another to preserve their species. The fastest, strongest, and most suitable
males are selected for procreation by their female
counterparts.

One, perhaps the only, purpose of the male
species is the spread its seed in as many females
as possible. If this is proven and widely available
knowledge, then why is that people strive to create monogamist unions?
I'm not pessimistic. I've had my share ofcommitted relationships. However, considering the
era I live in my hope of one day marrying a man
who will be completely faithful to me is diminishing. I still do want to build a family, but I don't
believe that I will be validated as a woman once I
achieve this and get married.
Men are hardwired to cheat. This explanation
is neither a cop out nor diss. It's biological. I'm
not saying that women don't cheat. They do it for
completely different reasons. It is human nature
for us to bore easily, especially because oftoday's
high-speed capabilities.
Most men act out their primal urge to be with

multiple women because they enjoy challenge
and it feels good. If I wore the same pair ofMarc
Jacobs ballet flats for the rest of my life, though
cute, I would also grow very bored.

Atlanta native Derek Turner,
a junior Graphic Communication
major, and his team are making big
moves with their company Flamingo Customs designs from Atlanta
to Richmond, Va. Turner realized
he had an artistic touch as early as
elementary school in Riverdale, Ga.
and has been working to apply his
unique skills ever since.
The designs consist of Turner's
original and colorful paintings of a
variety of people, logos, cartoons,
and even Greek fraternities and sororities that has influenced our society. The designs are then placed
on the clothing of the customer's
choice, whether it is on a t-shirt,
pair ofjeans, or jacket.
Almost every group or association on campus has been marked
with the Flamingo designs since
Turner began his line in December
2006. He is not selective at all with
who gets his business.
"We don't go looking for a specific group." "Who ever want it gets
it," said Turner.
Thus far the line consists ofvarious designsthat Turner creates himself, and then places those designs
on the clothing. One huge influence
Turner gets for the designs is the
music he listens to. He listens to a
wide range of artists which include
Common, Lil Wayne, and even
Amy Winehouse.
"I definitely listen to music when
I paint." Turner said. "I can come
up with a concept for a t-shirt while
listening to a song."
Turner's team with Flamingo
Customs consists of fellow Aggies
Joe Thompson, Rod Jones, and
Ricky Meekins, which are all the
promotion marketers from Richmond, Va.
"You have to have a good support team." Meekins said.
Even though he has most ofhis
focus on his Flamingo designs, he
also is involved with many other
extra-curricular activities on campus, which include being the VicePresident and Co-Founder of the
Aggie Maniacs, Secretary of the
American Drafting Association,

GA Aggies, and apart of the Cou-

ture Productions.

Outside ofthe Flamingo designs
he describes his personal style as
being simple.
"I'm just simple." He said. "Every time I wake up in the morning
I just put on some jeans and a tshirt because, I care more about my
shoes than anything."
His inspiration to continue and
make big things happen in his life
through his Flamingo designs is
definitely his 17-year old younger
sister, Danielle, and older brother
Justin Turner.
"Yeah, I'm definitely here setting examples." Turner said.
One ofhis big goals for Flamingo Custom Designs is to get an official Flamingo store opened in both
Atlanta and Richmond, Va., so that
everyone can be rocking that Flamingo.

Turner gives advice to others
out there who also want to get on
the scene and make their dreams
become a reality. "Don't give up
because, regardless you'll get better
with time." Turner said.
"Make yourself stand out as an
artist."

ON THE NET

Free downloading site reflects desperation of music industry
record company, is the only major
label to dip its tunes into SpiralAP ENTERTAINMENT WRUER
Frog's pool.
It has finally come to this: labels
Songs from several big acts can
are simply giving their music away. be found, including Maroon 5, RiA new Web site named Spiral- hanna, Gwen Stefani, Weezer, Amy
Frog.com allows visitors — with la- Winehouse and Kanye West. All the
bel approval — to download music tracks from many albums are availfree ofcharge. It launched Monday able (from the Who's "Who Sell
in the U.S. and Canada after a betaOut" to Nirvana's "In Utero") so the
testing period.
content here is no small potatoes.
The fine site features more than
It's been a hard decade for the
800,000 tracks and 3,500 music vidmusic industry. Since the debut of
eos, and promises hundreds ofthouNapster, the music business has
sands more soon. It makes money seen its revenues dwindle as fans
through advertising, rather than by continually find music online for
the 99-cent downloads popularized free.
by Apple's iTunes.
Though file-sharing sites in
The service, founded by JoeMothe Napster and Kazaa mold were
hen, pays record companies part of eventually made to cow to copyits advertising revenue.
right laws, sites that utilize BitTorThus far, Vivendi SA's Universal rent technology have persisted in
Music Group, the world's largest often making music, TV shows and
ByJAKECOYLE

movies easily available
Television is a medium that has
always primarily functioned by
The end result is that most albums, often ahead of their release making money from commercials,
date, can be found free online for so why can't music?
SpiralFrog also places limits
anyone with the patience for the
search.
on how users play the music they
download. A visitor is required to
So now, even though the Recording IndustryAssociation ofAmerica register before downloading. Songs
has sued thousands ofpeople for il- come with copy protections and
legally downloading music without cannot be burned to a CD. Music
charge, the labels are experimenting can be transferred to some digital
with doing just that: giving away music players, though not Apple's
theirproduct.
iPod.
Nevertheless, for anyone who
Perhaps it's overdoing the doom
and gloom to suggest SpiralFrog has spent their life passionately, obsymbolizes the music industry's sessively collecting music, it simdesperation After all, giving lis- ply feels wrong that something so
valuable, so prized, has sunk to the
teners a free taste ofbands is nothing new. Songs have always been level ofthe giveaway.
broadcast on the radio — where
Music is more than mere "conrevenue comes from ads — and tent" to drive eyeballs to banner
streaming music is common on ads, but it's hard to envision Spiralsites like MySpace.
frog becoming the norm.
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The Urban Literary Flm Festival
comes to town on September 23rd, at
the Greensboro Marriot Downtown.
Urban themes independent films by
local national and international film
makers will be shown. Three dollar admission will be charged for
students and Five for the general

Milla Jovovich and Mike Epps
in the third installment to the
video game inspired film Resident
Evil: Extinction. The plot centers
around a deadly virus that threatens
to make every human being undea.
Resident Evil: Exinction hits theaters on September 21st.

Calling all men! Brother 2 Brother the definition of manhood seminar will be taken place Thursday
September 20, in Harrison Auditorium. Free Drinks and Pizza will be

Keyshia Cole returns with her
highly anticiapted Sophmore Album "Just like You". The album features production from Missy Elliot,
Kanye West, Scott Storch and Bryan Michael Cox. "Just Like You"is
slated for a September 25, release.
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Kanye West beats 50 in sales
By NEKESA MUMBI

MOODY
AP Music Writer
NEW YORK (AP) It's not
like Kanye West needed an ego
boost, but here it comes: Sales
figures confirm his "Graduation" album outsold 50 Cent's
"Curtis" in the much-hyped rap
sales showdown with nearly
1 million copies sold the first
week, the best debut ofthe year
for the struggling music indus-

_

try.

Although Nielsen SoundScan figures for the albums'
first-week sales were to be officially released Tuesday night,
music industry officials who
requested to remain anonymous
because the figures hadn't come
out yet, said West had sold
about 955,000 copies. It would
be his best first-week sales ever
and top the year's previous
first-week champ, Linkin Park,
which sold 623,000 of"Minutes
to Midnight" in May.
West was hardly rubbing it in
50's face. In fact, he said he was
humbled by the win.
"It feels overwhelming,"
West told The Associated Press,
as he walked to Def Jam's offices on Tuesday afternoon.
"Everyone is coming up to me
and telling me how proud they
are of me."

"We're not gloating," Def
Jam President Jay-Z told AP.
"He's celebrating his win. in
his mind, he believed he could
win the whole time."
It appeared 50 Cent's album
sold more than 500,000 copies
since being released Sept. 11,
but it was still a considerable
letdown. His last album, 2005's
"The Massacre," sold 1.1 million in its first week.
Last month, 50 didn't think
of West as much of a competitor: "It's great marketing on Def

...

Jam's part, by putting us out
there at the same time and make
like we can actually be compared on some level," he told
the AP. In another interview, he
said he would retire if West outsold him.
But while West is enjoying
a No. 2 position on the charts
with his hit "Stronger," 50 has
struggled to connect with radio.
None ofhis songs has matched
past smashes like "In Da Club";
even his single "Ayo Technology," featuring Justin Timberlake
and Timbaland, is languishing
at No. 19.
50's album was originally
scheduled to be released in June
on Interscope Records, a division ofUniversal Music Group,
but was pushed back to Sept. 11.
Soon after, Kanye West, whose
album was supposed to come
out sometime in late summer,
pushed his date to Sept. 11 as
well. But Antonio "L.A." Reid,
chairman of Island Def Jam,
also a division of Universal,
says it wasn't initially intended
to be a jab at 50.
"The decision was really
driven by the (MTV Video Music Awards), because the VMAs
were on Sept. 9 ... we wanted to
use it as a launching pad again
for this album," he said.
West said it was his idea to
go directly against 50.
"I was the underdog because
I sold less records in the past,
so it was a win-win for me," he
said. "If I lost, everyone would
be happy that I even went up
against him. People have this
perception ofme being arrogant,
but would an arrogant person
risk the chance of coming in the
second spot just to be a part of
history? To me, it's more about
fans and the entertainment value
and goodmusic."
It ended up the music indus-

try version ofAli-Frazier, with
the avalanche of pre-fight hype
to match. 50 routinely trashtalked West, but it seemed to
be in good fun: The pair appeared on the MTV Video Music Awards and BET's "106 &
Park" together, and on the cover
orRolling Stone. Both admitted
the battle was a great marketing
tool.
"The rivalry helped both of
them," Jay-Z said. "It was definitely one ofthose moments in
the game that was exciting, everybody could pick a side and
weigh in on and have an opinion it garnered a lot of atten-

...

tion."

West said the quality of his
music was the key reason he
prevailed: "I think my music is
really inspirational and I really
made it for the people. I really
understood that in this Internet
age people are their own superstars the best bet that we had
was to make a soundtrack to
their own lives."
West said he was especially touched that he had such a
groundswell of support given
some of the negative media attention he's gotten oflate; namely, his meltdown at the VMAs
after being shut out (though
he poked fun at himself during
Sunday's Emmy Awards).
"With all the negativity that
the press tries to put on me, this
perception that they try to create ofme being a really bad person. For so many fans to go out
and say, 'We still want to buy
Kanye's album,' means a lot to
me," he says. "This is a really
pivotal moment for me emotionally."
50 Cent, who's planning a
tour for his album, was conciliatory in a statement to the AP:
"I am very excited to have participated in one of the biggest

...

PHOTO BYKATINA REVELS

two years. Collectively, we have
sold hundreds of thousands of
units in our debut week. This
marks a great moment for hip
hop music, one that will go
down in history.
Whetherhe would make good
on his threat to retire wasn't addressed; Reid said he hoped he
wouldn't: "I'd like to see him
making music for the next 25
years, he's that talented."
Jay-Z, who is featured on a

Get Money," said this setback
could actually benefit 50 in the
long run.
"The worst thing about success is it makes you complacent.
I think when you face any type
of adversity it makes you dig
deep
everyone goes through
it, all the greats go through it,"
he said. "In his music, he hadn't
gone through any type of adversity. he'll come back and
make great music."

...

...

ing a thorn in Def Jam's side. In
a recent interview, a miffed 50
threatened to release projects
whenever Def Jam had a highpriority release.
In light of West's victory,
Jay-Z considered that threat a
goodthing.
"We would really appreciate
that," he quipped. "If he can do
that, I will fax over our release
dates effective immediately."
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CampusEdge Checking is free for five years, with no minimum balance. It comes with free
Online Banking Service 2 and Mobile Banking Service,2 including e-mail and text message
Alerts. You get free person-to-person transfers, free transactions at over 17,000 ATMs and you
even get a Stuff Happens card that's good for a one-time refund3 of an unexpected service fee.
started

To get started today, stop by your neighborhood Bank of America or
visit us online at bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus
East Bessemer
1616 E Bessemer Ave

Greensboro Main
101WFriendly Ave

336.805.3050

336.805.3669

* No purchase or transaction necessary to enter or win. Must be

Bank of America
Bank of Opportunity™

18 or older, a legal resident of the 50 United States (including District of Columbia) and a current full-time or part-time student
enrolled at an accredited American college or university. Three ways to enter: (1) via text message to short code 72579, key word "BOA" (if you have your college code) or "BANK" (if you do not have
your college code); (2) online at bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus or (3) by opening a new Bank of America CampusEdge student checking account offered exclusively at facebook.com from
9/15/07 to 10/31/07.Promotion starts at 12:01 a.m. Eastern Time on 8/1/07 and ends at 11:59 p.m. ET on 10/31/07. Standard text message rates apply. For Official Rules and entry details,
visit bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus. Void where prohibited; limit one entry per person regardless of method. Sponsored 2007 by Bank of America Corporation, 100 N. Tryon Street, Charlotte,
NC 28255. 1 Free of a monthly maintenancefee for the first five years. Students age 16 and over are eligible for this account. Student status will be validated upon account opening. After the first
five years, your CampusEdge account will be converted to MyAccess Checking. The monthly maintenancefee for MyAccess Checking will be waived as long as you have a qualifying monthly direct
deposit. Fees for overdrafts and other account-related services still apply. Student checking product in Washington and Idaho is MyAccess-CampusEdge Checking.2 You will be charged access
rates depending on your carrier. Web access is needed to use Mobile Banking. Check with your service provider for details on specific fees and charges. 3 Good for a one-time refund of one of the
following service fees: overdraft item fee, NSF: returned item fee, overdraft protection transfer fee, stop payment fee, or non-Bank of America ATM fee.
Bank of America, N.A. Member FDIC. ©2007 Bank ofAmerica Corporation
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Pirates wreck Aggies in home opener
Prepare for Aggie-Eagle Classic this weekend
By DANIEL HENDERSON

CONTRIBUTOR
The Aggie football team is expecting a hard fought battlethis
weekend where they will host
North Carolina Central Eagles
Saturday at Aggie Stadium in
the Aggie-Eagle Classic.
A&T is coming offofa 59-13
loss this past weekend to the
Hampton Pirates while Central
barely surpassed Elizabeth City
State 18-10 in Durham.
The game will mark the
79th meeting between the two
teams, as the Aggies lead the
series 45-28 but lost the last
meeting in 2005 23-22.
A&T has not played a home
game against Central in 16
years

The Eagles are 'the current
defending black college champions having managed an astounding 23-3record sincethey
last faced the blue and gold.
Central has never beaten the
Aggies in back to back meetings in the history of the rivalry.
" Each week we feel we are
getting better and better on the
little things", senior fullback
Tre Green stated in a press conference Monday.
The team feels, once improving in a few more areas, will
solidify the first victory in the
Lee Fobbs era.
"We've got the right guys out
there," said Coach Fobbs. Our
guys hungry, and our guys are
going to get it done."
A&T is still looking to cease
the longest losing streak in division I Football Championship
Series, which is currently 19.
Offense

The Aggies offense totaled a
low 215 yards compared to the
Pirates 438 yards Saturday.
Starting in place ofthe injured
Herb Miller, freshmen quarterback Shelton Morgan (9-27 86
yards) had two of the Aggies
three turnovers marked by interceptions (one which was
returned for a touchdown), but
still managed to throw A&T's
two lone touchdowns in his
first collegiate start.
"I believe in the first half my
performance was exceptional,"
said Morgan. "In the second

half, after the interception, I believe I started rushing things."
Junior running back Michael
Ferguson had a solid game on
the groundrushing for 98 yards
on 21 attempts.

Seasonal Statistic leading
wide receiver Curtis Wall (9
rec-117 yds. 1 td) caught three
balls for 44 yards while junior
wide receiver Mike Caldwell
was the only otherrecipient for
the Aggies with more than one
reception (3rec. 29 yds).
A&T will need to capitalize on third down conversions
after having success on just
two out of 15 attempts which
forced them to punta total of
nine times.
"Offensively, we just didn't
have enough continuity," said
Coach Fobbs. "Throughout the
ball game that was our problem. We got a few things going,
but we just weren't able to be
consistent."

The Aggies also struggled
holding on to the football (four
fumbles) and need to minimize
turnovers against a tough North
Carolina Central defense that
forced three interceptions and
heldElizabeth City's offense to
under 175 yards.

—
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Defense
After two impressive weeks
of hard-nose execution, A&T's
defense surrendered 42 second
half points Saturday to the Pirates.

This was obviously the most
points allowed by A&T in a
half and game this season.
TOP: WIDE RECEIVER CURTISWALLS breaks into the open field after a reception during the firsthalf ofA&T's home opener. BOTTOM LEFT: PIRATE QUARTERThe defense allowed
BACK T.J. MITCHELL looks over the line to make a pass against the Aggie defense. BOTTOM RIGHT: AGGIES RED SHIRTFRESHMAN QUARTERBACK SHELTON
Hampton junior quarterMORGAN saw his first start on Saturdayevening due to a knee injury to quarterback Herbert Miller.
back T.J. Mitchell to throw
for 210 yards and two
touchdowns, and his backFobbs said at the weekly foot- rise to his feet and fell back to to get around the Eagles speedy
field partner rush for over 150 ball press conference.
defenders headed by top senoir
the grass.
yards who also scored twice.
Fobbs felt the defense sucThe North Carolina Central cornerback Craig Amos.
After the first two defensive essfully accomplished that asThe Eagles are not as big
Eagles are in their first season
possesion led to punts, the Piup front, but their athleticism
pect, but Mitchell managed to under head coach Mose Rison.
rates offense appealed domiA&T will mark their first dishould make up for their size.
capitalize that effort by making
nate the rest ofthe game.
Sophomore quarterback Stadvision I (FCS) opponent this
good decisions with the ball.
A&T did successfully force
season after their transition to ford Brown will lead the way
Probably the most momenfour turnovers having two inand is considered a relatively
tous highlight of the defense the conference.
terceptions and fumbles rewas the jaw breaking tackle adNorth Carolina Central's de- mobile quarterback who could
spectively.
ministered by junior defensive fense has played exceptionally scramble outside the pocket at
Leading Tackier sophomore back Brandon Croley laid on well over the course of their any give possession.
linebacker Andre Thornton(25 running back Hampton's runfour games surrendering only
Freshmen Tim Shankel has
tackles) led the Aggies with ning back Dennis Mathis.
26 points and forcing 13 turn- anchored the running game this
eighttackles.
The impact on the tackle overs.
season and rushed for a game
"We tried to get pressure on brought an eruption through
Aligning in 4-2 set, A&T's -high 116 yards last Saturday
their quarterback", said Caoch the stadium as Mathis tried to offense will have to find a way against Elizabeth City State.

NFL Legend and Alltel
Wireless provide fans
chance at grand prize
Br MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
SPORTS EDITOR
Life often proves to be a game
ofluck and chances.
Nearly 40 years ago, A&T was
unlucky when it had its chance
at grabbing future NFL Hall of
Fame linebacker Harry Carson
and missed it.
Carson, a graduate ofSC State
and retired NY Giant, is giving
A&T a second chance in conjunction with Alltel Wireless to
assure that Aggies do not repeat
that same misfortune twice.
On October 13th, Aggie fans
will have an opportunity to win
big during halftime of the home
game versus Delaware State.
"I'm working with Alltel
Wireless to do a sweepstakes,"
said Carson. "By entering it
gives Aggie fans a chance to
win $100,000."
And entering is as easy as
3,2,1, or in this case "52191" as
those are the numbers to text to
"neat" if interested.
Fans can also log on to www.
alltelfootball.com to enter and
learn more about the sweepstakes.
After registering, participants
must choose 10 friends who, at
halftime, must each throw a 10yard pass.
With every made pass, the
main player moves a yard closer
to the goalline. The final pass is
the money maker.
Not only can participants win
$ 100,000 for themselves and ten
friends by throwing on target,
Alltel will provide free service
for more than 20,000 fans.
Other prizes include game
tickets, VIP treatment at those
games, and a Motorazr V3a,
Interested bodies have until
Sept. 27 to sign up.

RUNDOWN
FOOTBALL STANDINGS
TEAM
Hampton

MEAC

OVR.

2-0
2-0
1-0
1 -0
1-1
0-0
Bethune-Cookmar 0-1
0-1
Morgan State
Howard
0-2
North Carolina A&T 0-2
Winston-Salem
Delaware State
South Carolina State
Florida A&M
Norfolk State

THISWEEK'S GAMES:

Saturday
vs.NC Central

Aggie Stadium
6:30 p.m.

AP FCS (I-AA) TOP 25 POLL
OVR.
TEAM
St.
Appalachian
3-0
1.
2. Montana
2-0
3. Massachusetts
3-0
3-0
4. Northern Iowa
5. North Dakota St.
6. McNeese St.
7. Southern Illinois
8. James Madison
9.Youngstown St.
10. New Hampshire
11. Delaware Blue
12. Hampton
13.Wofford
14. Illinois St.
15.Hofstra
16. Furman
17.Sam Houston
18. Montana St.
1-1
19.Western Illinois
2-1
20. Eastern Illinois
1-2
1-0
21. Yale
3-0
22. Lafayette
3-0
23. Alabama
24. CalPoly
1-2
25. Eastern Washington 2-0

Gibson Chiropractic
Accident & Injury
Center
Close to campus!
709 East Market Street
Suite 200B
Greensboro, NC 27401

AP TOP 25 POLL

David Gibson, DC

1994, Chiropractic Graduate, Dallas, Texas
1986, The Ohio State University, BS Mechanical

TEAM
U.S.

Engineering
Author, Lecturer, Health Care Practitioner

Same Day Appointments
Office Shuttle Transportation Available
No Auto Injury Payments Expected Until Final
Settlement
Attorney Liens Accepted
Appointments available before class, between
classes, after classes
336-274-2520

Auto Accident Injuries, Work Injuries,
Headaches, Neck Pain, Back Pain, Shoulder
Pain, Numbness, Tingling, Disc Injuries
Don't Wait and Suffer in Pain.
Call 336-274-2520 to schedule an appointment
today.

Army

Greensboro Recruiting Station
854-BS80

Ml
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Alplja f&tmbita

National Leadership and Honors Organization

with over 70 chapters is seeking motivated
students to assist in starting a local chapter.
3.0 GPA Required
Contact Rob Miner at rminer@salhonors.org

Papa John's
1510 E. Cone Blvd.

Call today at
336/954-7575
Official sponsor for
The A&T Register

Contributor meeting Wednesday @ 5 NCB A328

1. Southern Cal
2. LSU
3. Florida
4. Oklahoma
5. West Virginia
6. California
7. Texas
8. Ohio State
9. Wisconsin
10. Penn State
11. Rutgers
12.South Carolina

13.0regan
14. Boston College
15.Clemson

16.Alabama
17.Virginia Tech
18.Louisville
19. Hawaii
20. Texas A&M
21. Kentucky
22. Georgia
23. South Florida
24. Nebraska

OVR.

Prices
starting
at$390

Pool
Fitness center
Shuttle
24-hour
computer lab

MOVE IN TODAY!!
NO MONEY DOWN!!
**FOR QUALIFIED APPLICANTS
EHO.

hi
Call for details 888/373-8963

www.riverwalkgso. com

